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1 rationale

The         is a symbol of unity, 
wholesomeness, and boundary. 
Within its defining shape it signifies 
all things coming together, while 
on its outer it reflects a pool of 
endless possibility. Its refined 
geometry encompasses the very 
nature of Le Cercle, a brand that 
curates and combines the most 
sophisticated design collections 
within its realm.



Le Cercle has led the field of elegant 
design in the Middle East for over four 
decades. The experience and business 
knowledge gained over the years has 
brought it to the forefront of furniture 
design excellence.

Le Cercle acts as an expert design 
facilitator, introducing discerning 
client to high-end designer. In this 
collaboration, the line between client 
and creator blurs into a creative 
process which crafts something rare 
and beautiful. 

Every client possesses a different 
character, every project a different 
soul. We blend these unique 
characteristics with specific aspects 
of art, architecture and furniture, 
providing a priceless, personalized 
offering to satisfy the most 
sophisticated tastes.

3 le cercle experience



You canʼt 
really say 
what is 
beautiful 
about a 
place, but 
the image 
of the place 
will remain 
vividly with 
you.

tadao aNdo



7 our legacy

A new journey into the world of 
interior fittings began.

Dany Hitti founded Le Cercle in Beirut, 
Lebanon. Hitti was driven by his 
passion for creativity, craftsmanship 
and luxury. He sourced exclusive 
world–class furniture collections 
and partnered with internationally 
renowned architects to gather an 
enviable stable of the globe’s leading 
artisans in one of the world’s most 
creative and dynamic cities.

After 30 years of success in Lebanon 
Le Cercle launched in Dubai. This new 
chapter was marked by the opening of 
six mono brand showrooms in Dubai’s 
prestigious Design District and Jumeirah, 
as well as curated collections from a 
total of eleven distinguished brands.

1986

2016

legacy

1976



Clients have a diverse choice of all 
products and not limiting to one. A 
personal shopper is available to help in 
interior design consultancy, suggestions, 
floor layout, room preparations, 
concept design and implementation. 
Personal shopper may also provide 
clients with options before having to 
go see the furniture in order to be as 
efficient & effective as possible, as 
well as touring our stores to help in 
selecting luxury furniture in the best 
possible way. With 5 flagship stores, Le 
Cercle offers a diversified experience
to customers.

luxury in 
beirut

9 the essence of luxury





Fendi Casa blends modern skills 
with precision retro detailing to 
create exquisite, elegant furniture. 
The Contemporary Collection is 
characterized by clean lines with 
surprising contrasts, always made 
with comfort and quality in mind. 

13 fendi casa MONTGOMERY SOFA, FENDI



BLAISE SOFA, FENDI



17 fendi casa BELT SOFA, FENDI



19 fendi casa MIRO TABLE, FENDI



shades
of sophistication

21 fendi casa gilda armchair, fendi



Not many
architects
have the
luxury
to reject
significant
things.

rem koolhaus





B&B italia has been an important ‘made 
in Italy’ trailblazer in the world of 
design since 1966. The influential label 
seeks to provide creative answers to 
life’s questions, with thoughtful and 
adventurous design solutions to meet 
every day needs. 

With an emphasis on quality and 
timeless elegance, the responsive 
brand reflects the human nature 
of furniture design with ingenuity, 
expertise and desire.

27 b&b italia moon system, zaha hadid



29 b&b italia SakÉ, piero lissoni



31 b&b italia mart, antonio citterio



33 b&b italia serie up armchair, gaetano pesce  |  sakÉ, piero lissoni



51 b&b italia35 b&b italia alex table, antonio citterio  |  charlotte chair, antonio citterio



37 b&b italia husk bed, patricia urquiola



39 b&b italia richard, antonio citterio



41 B&B italia mirto indoor, antonio citterio  |  jens chairs, antonio citterio



43 b&b italia richard, antonio citterio



45 b&b italia gio outdoor, antonio citterio



47 b&b italia gio, antonio citterio



49 b&b italia butterfly, patricia urquiola  |  grand papilio, naoto fukasawa



51 b&b italia mirto outdoor, antonio citterio



51 b&b italia



53

force
of nature

b&b italia grand papilio, naoto fukasawa



beauty
lies in
imperfection.

Piero Lissoni



Maxalto launched its first collection 
in 1975 boasting classic designs with 
contemporary edge. Distinguished for 
its high quality, attention to detail, and 
use of precious materials the brand has 
grown into one of the most prominent 
symbols of Italian design. Blending 
the thresholds of tradition and 
technology Maxalto combines refined 
craftsmanship and advanced industrial 
processes that reflect on the quality 
of its unique pieces.  

57 maxalto



59 maxalto dives, antonio citterio  |  febo armchairs



61 maxalto recipio 14, antonio citterio  |  febo



63 maxalto solatiom, antonio citterio



65 maxalto simplex, antonio citterio



3767 maxalto

the
classic
encounter

febo, antonio citterio



Design is 
a multi-
layered 
relationship 
between 
human life 
and its
environment.

Naoto Fukasawa



Roche Bobois started life as an importer 
of mid-century Scandinavian furniture 
to Paris, and it has remained ahead of 
the curve ever since. A world leader in 
both furniture design and distribution, 
this exclusive brand has partnered with 
designers and high-fashion couturiers of 
the utmost calibre. The made-to-order, 
highly customised bespoke pieces are all 
handmade in small European workshops. 

71 roche bobois dolphin, cÉdric ragot



73 roche bobois mah jong - asa, kenzo takada



75 roche bobois episode, roberto tapinassi & maurizio manzoni



77 roche bobois loop chair, cÉdric ragot  |  pi 8 dining, svetlana novichkova



79 roche bobois backstage bed, roberto tapinassi & maurizio manzoni  |  quadrille rocking armchair, alnoor



colors
of comfort

81 roche bobois bubble curved, sacha lakic  |  silver tree tables, wood & cane design



Luxury 
starts where 
functionality 
ends and 
where the 
true value is 
personal and 
so has no price 
or reason.

MARCEL WANDERS



Ligne Roset continue to push the 
boundaries by working with a range 
of designers from different cultures, 
backgrounds and mediums. Constantly 
challenging and evolving what we 
understand design to mean, the future 
looks exciting.

85 ligne roset ploum, ronan & erwan bouroullec



87 ligne roset togo, michel ducaroy



89 ligne roset ploum, ronan & erwan bouroullec



91 ligne roset PRADO, christian werner



EXCLUSIF, didier gomez93 ligne roset



NILS, didier gomez95 ligne roset



ava chair, thibault desdombre | eaton table, designed by ligne roset97 ligne roset



RUCHÉ bed, inga sempÉ99 ligne roset



BACKPACK chair, lucidipevere101 ligne roset



slice
Of Design

103 ligne roset slice, pierre charpin



i sincerely 
believe 
that 
there are 
emotional 
links 
woven 
between 
men 
spaces and 
objects.

noe duchaufour-lawrance



Moooi was founded in 2001 by Dutch 
natives Marcel Wanders and Casper 
Vissers. The innovative label seeks to 
create timeless objects that tell a 
story of daring and playful character. 
A collective of internationally 
renowned designers bring their 
creativity under one roof, building a 
world of infinite design possibility. With 
an emphasis on patterns and colours 
that embrace individuality and timeless 
aesthetic, Moooi has become an iconic 
symbol of contemporary design.  

107 moooi coppelia, arihiro miyake



109 moooi prop light, bertjan pot  |  zio dining table, marcel wanders



111 moooi extension chair, sjoerd vroonland



bart sofa, moooi works113 moooi



characters
of design

115 moooi monster chair, marcel wanders



Design is a 
tool that 
allows us 
to reach 
out and 
inspire, to 
touch others 
and help 
make lives 
magic and 
wonderful.

MARCEL WANDERS



Rolf Benz has put a distinguished mark 
in the world of luxury furniture since 
1964. With a culture revolving around 
comfort and functionality, each piece is 
designed and treated as an experience. 

For over 50 years, Rolf Benz has 
created environments where 
individuals can feel at home. Close 
attention to quality in addition to 
comfort, functionality and sharp 
design, have granted Rolf Benz a place 
at the forefront of European luxury 
brands.  

119 rolf benz



121 rolf benz nuvola sofas, designed by rolf benz  |  rolf benz 8770 table



123 rolf benz nuvola , rolf benz



125 rolf benz rolf benz 965 dining table  |  rolf benz 650 chair, designed by rolf benz



a
SEAT
APART

127 rolf benz rolf benz 650 chair, without cushions



Luxury 
means 
quality 
of life—
listening to 
music while 
taking a 
shower or 
reading your 
favorite 
author 
while laying 
on a very 
comfortable 
sofa.

Antonio Citterio



This luxurious brand changed the 
face of outdoor furniture forever 
when it was founded in 1990. Drawing 
inspiration from the time-honored 
weaving tradition of the Cebu Islands 
in the Philippines, it was the first to 
hand-weave synthetic fiber into luxury 
outdoor designs, all with an absolute 
focus on impeccable quality.

131 dedon



133 dedon seax dining armchair, jean marie massaud  |  seax table, jean marie massaud



brixx, by lorenza bozzoli135 dedon



137 dedon mu, by toan nguyen



dean chair, by jean marie massaud



beauty
is pure
emotion.

jean-marie massaud



Pianca roots itself in a rich 
cultural heritage that dates 
back 500 years, to a carpentry 
workshop powered by a watermill 
on the banks of the Pianca 
stream. The modern day brand 
combines centuries of experience 
with innovation, creating 
furniture that integrates fully 
into modern lifestyles. Pianca’s 
fresh approach to design pushes 
its recognition as a forward 
thinking and contemporary label.

143 pianca



145 pianca asolo sofas, by emilio nanni



147 pianca boston sofas, by metricia



149 pianca boiserie, designed by pianca



VOLUMES
OF HERITAGE

opla, by R&S pianca



There is 
a beauty, 
aesthetic and 
philosophy of 
the less.

Philippe Starck
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Our business division has
embellished the worlds of:
   hospitality

   high-end retail

   offices

   yachts

   international public institutions

   aviation outlets

   private residences

We collaborate
with architects, designers and our international collective 
of furniture brands to custom-design and furnish a dazzling 
array of indoor and outdoor environments. 

Whether you’re an interior designer furnishing a hotel in an 
international chain, or an architect seeking to develop a 
one-of-a-kind restaurant, we will find you the brands that can 
match, or custom-build, their products to your vision. All at 
special rates well below showroom prices.

turnkey solutions
FROM SOURCING CRAFTSMEN TO SELECTING FINE MATERIALS – WE 
HELP YOU TAKE AND REVISE DIFFICULT DICESIONS FROM BEGINNING 
TO END, INFUSING THE ENTIRE PROCESS WITH PRESTIGE AND ARTISTIC 
EXPERTISE. OUR UNRIVALLED KNOW-HOW AND NETWORKS WILL HELP 
KEEP YOUR FINGER ON THE PULSE OF DESIGN, GIVING YOU ACCESS TO 
AN ELITE ROSTER OF ARCHITECTS AND DESIGNERS, TURNING YOUR BUILT 
ENVIRONMENT INTO A SPACE  TO EXCEED YOUR HIGHEST ASPIRATIONS.

157





161

collaboration
international 
brands

architects &
designers



Lady Lara is the first luxury yacht to 
be furnished by Fendi Casa, the epitome 
of elegance and luxury matched with 
traditional nautical design. 

lady lara
yacht

163









Beirut International Airport VIP 
Lounge was designed by architect 
Joe Farah in collaboration with 
furnishings by Rolf Benz. The lounge 
has been described as the epitome 
of comfort-on-the-go enhancing the 
travellers’ experience throughout.

middle east
vip lounge

171

architect joe farah







Le Yacht Club, designed by renowned 
architect Stephen Holl, is the anchor 
project of Beirut’s waterfront. The 
design of the internal spaces is in 
direct relation to the exterior of the 
building, with its de-constructivist 
appearance, where irregular dynamic 
volumes are created.  

le yacht club 
beirut
architect nabil dada

177





193 le cercle pro





The Key luxury hotel, designed by 4b 
architect Galal Mahmoun, is located in 
Adlieh, Beirut and features a refined 
collection of B&B Italia furnishings. 
The collaboration is featured between 
a variety of eighty rooms, restaurants, 
conference rooms, and retail outlets 
at ground level. 

the key hotel
architect galal mahmoud

185







The -5star Mandarin Oriental hotel in 
Milan is a combination of the elegance 
of Italian design and Asian traditions. 
The hotel was completely renovated 
according to the project of the 
prestigious architecture studio Antonio 
Citterio Patricia Viel Interiors and 
furnished by B&B Italian and Maxalto.

the mandarin
oriental

187







Il Sereno Lago di Como is a symbol of 
understated elegance. Designed by 
Patricia Urquiola, and furnished by B&B 
Italia Contract Division, it adds a whole 
new flavor of luxury to the area’s 
prestigious collection of lakeside hotels. 

il sereno in
como italy

191







The elegant Em Sherif Café was 
designed by architect Ramy Boutros 
featuring Roche Bobois furniture. 
The interior tells a story of refined 
lifestyle and luxury, two ideals 
closely related to the brand  
character and aesthetic.

em sherif cafe
architect rami boutros

197





The bedrooms of the Hyatt Regency in 
Russia feature armchairs created by 
Ligne Roset designer Gabriel Pistre. 
The chairs were inspired from the 
interpretation of Russian comfort 
combined with contemporary forms and 
a strong requirement for luxury. 

hyatt regency
russia

201





MGallery Interlaken features the 
distinguished designs of Ligne Roset in 
it’s famed interior. 

mgallery
interlaken

205





The first museum of contemporary art 
in Luxembourg, the Mudam was designed 
by minimalist architect Leoh Ming 
Pei. Ligne Roset designers Erwan and 
Ronan Bouroullec were responsible 
for designing two of the areas of the 
museum using the companies’ products. 

mudam
luxembourg

209





Since 1996, the IMEC has carried out the 
restoration of the Ardenne Abbey in 
Normandy, France with Bruno Decaris, 
the chief architect at the French 
Historic Monuments Department. The 
church Abbey has now been turned 
into an impressive 80,000 book library, 
furnished by Ligne Roset. 

IMEC Abbaye 
Ardenne

211





Ligne Roset designer Didier Gomez and his 
architectural firm GDID were behind the 
collaboration between the company and 
Meridien Montparnasse hotel in Paris, 
France. Elegant design and timeless 
furniture come as one in this space of 
balanced aesthetic appeal. 

meridien
montparnasse

215 le cercle pro




